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Inspired by mechanical engineering, DNA nanostructures and especially DNA origami 
assemblies are increasingly utilized for the construction of active DNA nanorobots and 
machines. However, transferring traditional engineering concepts from macroscopic devices 
to the nanoscale remains challenging. Mechanical DNA nanodevices require new strategies 
for the implementation of flexible machine elements which connect rigid parts of the machine 
structure and new mechanisms to drive their movement. Achieving precise control over 
flexible components enables the construction of mechanical nanodevices that can be applied 
for detection, characterization, synthesis and transport of molecules or even the realization of 
nanoscale assembly lines. We recently demonstrated an actuation method which utilizes 
electric fields to control the alignment of a DNA-based nanorobotic arm flexibly attached via a 
pivot joint to a rigid base plate [1]. While several other approaches to power molecular 
machines by various energy inputs [2] have previously been developed, the storage of 
energy within flexible machine elements is not systematically studied yet.  
 
In this work we engineered several molecular torsion spring variants connecting the rotatable 
nanorobotic arm to the base plate. We use electrical fields to manipulate the alignment of the 
nanorobotic arm and store energy by winding up the joint comprised of two ssDNA strands. 
By observation with single molecule fluorescence microscopy, we systematically studied the 
mechanical parameters of the joint variants and show release of the energy stored in the joint 
by relaxation of the torsional spring. We corroborate our insights into the mechanical 
parameters of the molecular spring by Brownian dynamics studies utilizing oxDNA which 
further explain the involved molecular processes. 
 

 

Fig. 1. (a) DNA origami base plate and attached rotatable arm connected by a pivot joint. The joint 
which is comprised of two ssDNA strands forms a torsional spring. (b) Cumulative angular trajectory of 

exemplary rotatable arm controlled by a rotating external electric field showing the joint winding up. 
When the electric field is turned off, the stored energy in the joint is released in the form of directed 

motion. 
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